
Stefano Puleo is the continuator of the European figurative culture which gave its best in Paris in the first two decades 
of the last century. At the same time he has managed to preserve his Sicilian radiance, which accompanies him from one 
composition to another, where the sense of colour is voluptuous. The silent presences of certain girls are sweet, whose 
chaste nudity seems to come from an ancient fresco. In the sense of continuity between ancient and modern Puleo is a 
painter in which style sublimates reality. His themes come from a bourgeois culture, thanks to which the precise sense 
of the content is connected to a highly rigorous pictorial work. Just as the decorativeness of the landscape of his Sicily 
is gently warm, the message of still life is vital. The enlightenment play of the abstract variables of yellow in the 
harlequins is found in the pure light reflections of sunflowers, and as a counterpoint to the dominant fiery red of Etna’s 
lava. In this work a narrative vein emerges where the artist captures and returns the fleeting soul of girls with a gentle 
gaze, or the suspended moments of an afternoon in front of the sea. 

They are serene compositions in which the artist converses with his world, in which he celebrates his ritual of memory, 
meditating on the language of colour, on the intentionality of the sign. In fact, its palette, with its infinite signs and 
pigments, is the abstract set of an alphabet placed in a scattered order and to be put back in its place: because each sign 
is a word, to narrate everything, immediately. The palette, therefore, represents the magical passage from the image still 
absent on the canvas, to the emotion that transforms everything into tangible form, into expressive purity. An educated 
painter, he certainly does not disdain to be the moral heir of the École de Paris era, which had as significant presences, 
in the first decades of the last century, masters such as the Russian Kisling and the Japanese Foujita, to whom Puleo can 
to be combined in elegance and modesty. 

He has known how to make certain moments of idealisation of the figure and still life his 
own. What emerges above all from the dignity of the female image is important, where the 
narrative event takes place in a process of simplification, of spiritualisation through a few 
but rich pictorial elements, where harmony is born from the forms and intensity of light. On 
the contrary, Puleo's relationship with the landscape is quite different. 

It is a restless, slightly aggressive approach. The way he has to eternalise the colour presents 
a sensual and terrestrial energy. In these intimistic talks with the wildest panoramas of his 
island, he strikes the heart of a natural reality, without sophistry or formalism. He likes to 
enunciate the landscape, in a personal synthesis, cuts, torches, glimpses, prospective of 
reality, immediate atmospheres. His pictorial thought is careful in producing a strong, 
resolutive chromaticism, which disdains the approximation. However, any theme he 
addresses is the result of a personal ideality. Figures, landscapes, still lifes reflect a 
meaningful feeling that is well combined with an active fantasy, with a sunny and post-
romantic vision of human image and nature. Stefano Puleo governs the framework with a 
religious sense of tradition. The range of his compositions is far from one-sided, as within 
each of his themes there is a dense series of motifs that arise thanks to the tangible quality of 
the colour. 


